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Children, Teachers, Parents:  A partnership for the future 

LEANNE’ S COMMUNICATIONLEANNE’ S COMMUNICATIONLEANNE’ S COMMUNICATIONLEANNE’ S COMMUNICATION    

This Linkletter finds us arriving at the end of a very long and activity filled Term 2. I know staff and students are 
ready for the break ahead and I would like to take this opportunity to thank them all for their hard work throughout 
the past few months.  

New Reports arrived yesterday via our Parent Portal 
All families should have received a letter last week containing a student access code for 
every child in the family. This access code allows access to our SENTRAL Parent Portal, 
a new information platform that we plan on extending throughout the year. 

Currently on the Parent Portal you will be able to easily view your child’s school attend-
ance record, as well as family details and a direct link to the Linkletter. We have options to open this up to 
many forms of communication in the coming months and look forward to sharing further information with 
you about this. 

Alongside the Parent Portal opening is the delivery of the new report format, as shared in previous information sent home. Access 
to reports is now via the online portal, eliminating the need to print 588 individual reports in keeping with our sustainability focus.   

The reports themselves have come together through hours of collaboration by staff. This is not just through the usual assessment 
and evaluation of student achievement, but in developing the first draft of a report format that we hope is more comprehensive and 
clear in communicating growth to parents. Already staff have thoughts about how to refine this format for the end of the year, with 
judgements that can now be made after assessing against skill statements that were created early Term 2.  

Within our reporting calendar, student 3-Way Conferences are scheduled on Wednesday 1st August. This is a student free 
day with children only attending during their planned conference time. During this time your child will be able to share their learning 
supported by their classroom teacher, as well as reflect on the achievement report that you have this 
week. We will be trialling the “Interviews Module” on the Sentral Parent Portal to coordinate the up-
coming 3 way conferences—information will be shared early in Term 3. 

We would welcome any feedback on the new reports to support us in strengthening this              
communication heading into Semester Two. A short feedback opportunity with three questions is 
available by clicking the link below. Thanks in advance for your thoughts. 
https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/NFPC739 

If you have any problems accessing the portal or reports please contact the office for assistance. To initially register to access the 
portal the link is: https://sentral.glenkps.vic.edu.au/portal/register OR if you have already registered and you want to login into the 
portal the link is https://sentral.glenkps.vic.edu.au/portal/login 

………………………………………………………………………………….. 

The BIG WRITE—success bubbling 
Families will be aware of the writing focus that has been taking place in classrooms across the school, particularly since the 
introduction of VCOP in 2017. Students are building key knowledge around the four key areas of Vocabulary, Connectives, 
Openers and Punctuation. This language can be seen in classrooms but also in our family homes as students are set tasks 
to find WOW vocabulary or prepare their thinking for BIG WRITES that occur in the classroom. Throughout this term particu-
larly I have witnessed noticeable gains in many students writing, particularly with students we would typically class as some 
of our reluctant writers. Teachers have been excited to share the growth seen in many students however it is sense of pride 
and achievement from the children that is most exciting. Only this week I was astounded at the progress of one of our Year 5 
boys who at the beginning of the year wrote 4 sentences in a BIG WRITE - this week proudly sharing over a page with all the 
conventions expected at this level.  
At assembly Friday Vicki Ward, our local MP for Eltham, awarded Agastya S and Zoe F with writing awards. These two stu-
dents shone amongst all the other writers in their classes after participating in a local council writing competition in class. I 
congratulate both these impressive young writers again on this achievement. I encourage all of our families to    continue to 
support our writing focus by sharing new and interesting vocabulary and discussing ideas about writing heading into future 
BIG WRITE tasks as we can really see some writing gains across the school. 
End of Term dismissal 

This term comes to a close on TOMORROW. There will be a short assembly at 1.50pm (if weather is ok) to award our JUNE Stu-
dent of the Month Awards and close the term. Students will be dismissed from classrooms at 2.30pm. 

Have a wonderful family breakHave a wonderful family breakHave a wonderful family breakHave a wonderful family break————stay safe and rest up.    Leannestay safe and rest up.    Leannestay safe and rest up.    Leannestay safe and rest up.    Leanne    



PARTITIONING 
Partitioning is the link between multiplicative thinking and fractions. Building concept knowledge 

and skills in fractions and decimals is a key step in progressing further in maths understandings as 

students move through secondary level learning. 

MATHEMATICS BIG IDEAS 

ACHIEVING ACADEMIC EXCELLENCEACHIEVING ACADEMIC EXCELLENCEACHIEVING ACADEMIC EXCELLENCEACHIEVING ACADEMIC EXCELLENCE    

So what are the BIG IDEAS in understanding      

PARTITIONING? 

Students need to know the SIZE and         

ORDER of large and small numbers in   
FRACTION and DECIMAL form 

These          

concepts begin 

development 

from Year 4 

through to 

Year 6 

KEY AREAS of LEARNING 

FACTORS PRIME NO. ODD EVEN DECIMALS 

COMMON 

FRACTIONS 

EQUIVALENT 

FRACTIONS 
RATIOS % 

NUMBERS 

KEY CHALLENGES 

for many students 

Misinterpreting the 

meaning of the  

DENOMINATOR 

Not seeing fractions as  

NUMBERS 

Limited exposure to 

practical experiences  

that show what happens 

as the number of parts 

are increased and how 

the fractional parts are 

named 

‘NAIL IT’ CONCEPTS 

‘Know EQUAL PARTS  

Understand what each part 

of the fraction symbol is—

refers to 

(Numerator/Denominator/ 

Vinculum) 

‘Understand equal parts are     

necessary when comparing any 

fraction shapes  



ACHIEVING ACADEMIC EXCELLENCEACHIEVING ACADEMIC EXCELLENCEACHIEVING ACADEMIC EXCELLENCEACHIEVING ACADEMIC EXCELLENCE    

VCOP-Helping your child with V.C.O.P at home 
Throughout the school, the children are involved in activities that help them to gain more 
knowledge about how to improve their own writing. As well as focusing on the genre-specific 
writing features, they are encouraged to always focus on four core targets - Vocabulary,     
Connectives, Openers and Punctuation (V.C.O.P) – as a way of improving all of the writing 
they do. 

What is V.C.O.P.?   V.C.O.P. are the four core targets we use to teach writing. 
The letters stand for:  
Vocabulary,  
Connectives,  
Openers,  
Punctuation 

This week we have included some information about Openers and some      
suggestions as to how you could support their V.C.O.P development at home. 

  

 Openers 

  

Ollie is one cool Viking who does not let anyone stand in his 
way.  He protects the start of sentences and has to make 
sure he starts sentences in many different ways. The more 
powerful his opener the better he can set the scene. Ollie is 
not alone. He understands that if he uses a ‘Power Opener’, 
(one of Connie’s connectives, a ‘ly’ or an ‘ing’ word) at the 
beginning, then his sentence will become even more power-
ful. 

Grabbing attention of the 
reader for the start. Hook 
people in. 
Brainstorming ways to start a 
text. 
Look through books for     
ideas. 
  

 

Openers 

An opener is the first word or phrase used in a sentence. There are lots of different ways of opening 
sentences. When children start on their writing journey, most sentences initially begin with ‘I, they, he/
she, then’. 

Older children can be introduced to ISPACED openers. Here we use an acronym to remind the chil-
dren to use a variety of ways to start sentences: 

 
Running towards the sparkling sea, Megan couldn’t wait to jump in! 

Like a bottle-nose dolphin, she swam up and down, in and out of the waves. 

Underneath the water, Megan could see a shoal of colourful fish. 

Silently, she then tiptoed over to a rock pool to see if she could see a crab. 

Meanwhile, Megan’s parents fell asleep in the warmth of the sun. 

Exhausted from all her activities, Megan lay down on her brightly coloured towel and drifted off 
to sleep as well! 

“Wake up!” cried mum. “The tide is coming in. Grab your things – before we get wet!” 

Ing     Simile     Preposition     Adverb     Connective     Ed     Dialogue 

How can you help? 

 

Look out for different types of ISPACED openers when reading with 
your child. Why has the author chosen to start the sentence in that 

way? 

Ask your child to use the openers you have found and to use them 
to start their own sentences. 
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Celebrating Our KidsCelebrating Our KidsCelebrating Our KidsCelebrating Our Kids    
GRATEFUL FOR FAMILY SUPPORT  

Last weekend, during the torrential downpour that caused flooding throughout our school 

and community, our dedicated Begbie Family committed to the task of  looking after our 

chooks. They showed great care and resilience in mucking out the chook pen and stopping it 

from being  flooded by water. A big thank you to Patrick, Oliver and Imogen  Begbie and 

parents for their dedication. We have some very grateful chooks. 

WRITING SUPER STARS 

Congratulations to Agastya S 

and Zoe F for  submitting       

wonderful  writing into the 

Banyule Local    Council  

Competition. They were      

acknowledged for their skill 

at our last assembly by Vicki 

Ward MP. Great writing     

Year 6 shared curiosity and growth this week through their NATURAL 

DISASTERS  learning - these young engineers built model homes to 

survive many disaster—check then out! 

Welcome to COUNTRY - Our Middle School students wrapped up 

their indigenous culture learning navigating  a variety of tasks, 

including  writing a Dreamtime Story using symbols, dot and     

symbol painting and walking ‘our school—country’.  

Preps have been learning about Community—who are the people 

and organisations that are in our community and how do we help 

each other. Last night this learning culminated in the Community 

Expo where the designs of our Prep families and children made an 

outstanding display. 
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Social Emotional LearningSocial Emotional LearningSocial Emotional LearningSocial Emotional Learning    
 

Growth Mindset 

 

Research shows that parents can have a powerful impact on their children’s’ mindsets. The language you use and the ac-
tions you take show your children what you expect. Giving process praise, talking about the brain, accepting mistakes as 
learning opportunities, and understanding the role of emotions in learning are all practices you can begin today. 

Say This, Not That 

The way we praise our children can have a profound impact on their mindset. Research on praise and mindsets shows that 
when we praise children for being smart, it promotes a fixed mindset. It sends a message that their accomplishments are 
trait-based, and tied to something innate. In contrast, praising kids for working hard promotes a growth mindset. It sends a 
message that the child’s effort is what led them to success. Want more tips on what to say, and what not to say, when prais-
ing your kids? Say This, Not That! 

 

Talk About the Brain 

The brain is far more malleable than we once thought. Teaching our kids that they actually have control over growing their 
brains through the actions they take is empowering! Tell your children that when they work hard, that’s the feeling of their 
neurons connecting. The dendrites are reaching out to other dendrites, trying to connect to make a stronger brain. What 
strengthens those connections is practice, asking questions, and actively participating in learning. When children learn that 
their brains physically change with effort, it leads to increased motivation and achievement.  

 

Accept Mistakes as Learning Opportunities 

One of the best ways you can model a growth mindset is to speak candidly about the mistakes you’ve made, and what 
you’ve learned from them. Speak positively about your mistakes and struggles, and this will show your children that taking 
risks and making mistakes are a natural part of the learning process. Explain to your children that trying hard things is what 

helps us grow, and you can’t be perfect when you try something hard! 

Understand the Role of Emotions in Learning 

When we get angry, scared, or feel threatened, our fight or flight response is activated. This can happen anytime, whether 
we’re scared of a spider or scared of math! Our brains are wired to protect us when we feel threatened, and stress symp-
toms such as sweating, stomach cramps, and your mind going blank are completely normal. There are strategies we can 
use when the fight or flight response tries to take over, to help us learn. One of those strategies is called Square Breath-
ing and it helps to break down the adrenaline that is flooding the bloodstream and preventing learning from occurring. 

 

 

Say This Not That 

• “I can see you worked so hard on this!” 

• “It seems like it’s time to try a new strategy.” 

• “I like watching you do that.” 

• “It looks like that was too easy for you. Let’s find you some-
thing challenging so your brain can grow.” 

• “That’s not right. You don’t understand this yet. What strate-
gies can you try to understand it better?” 

• “That was really hard. Your effort has paid off! Next time 
you’ll be ready for this kind of challenge!” 

• “You’ve worked hard to become a good writer. You should 
challenge yourself with an advanced class, and learn some-
thing you don’t know how to do yet.” 

• “You are so smart!” 

• “It’s okay. Maybe you’re just not cut out for this!” 

 

• “You're a natural at that!”  

 

• “That’s right! You did that so quickly and easily; great 
job!” 

• “That’s not right. Are you paying attention in class? It 
seems like you’re not even trying.“  

• “That was really hard. I’m so glad it’s over and you 
don’t have to do that again.”  

• “You have a real talent for writing. You should take a 
creative writing class because you’re so good at it.”  
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Student of the MonthStudent of the MonthStudent of the MonthStudent of the Month    

For  JUNE For  JUNE For  JUNE For  JUNE     

Prep   PREP T 

Avah Mc 

PREP T 

Oscar P 

PREP L 

Owen G 

PREP L 

Kayla C 

PREP P 

Ethan W 

PREP P 

Kade F 

PREP F 

Zeth K 

 PREP F 

Zara R 

PREP R 

Evangeline K 

GRADE 1/2L 

Parker D 

GRADE 1/2L 

Amara P 

GRADE 1/2L 

Cleo P 

  

Grade 1  

and  

Grade 2 

GRADE 1/2L 

Parker D 

GRADE 1/2L 

Amara P 

GRADE 1/2L 

Cleo P 

GRADE 1B 

Maddison H 

GRADE 1B 

Olivia R 

GRADE 1N 

Hamish B 

GRADE 1N 

Ryan F 

GRADE 1M 

Eleanor C 

GRADE 1M 

Liam H 

GRADE2S 

Shayan B 

GRADE 2S 

Zoe B 

GRADE 2C 

Sophie E 

GRADE 2C 

Zander O’L 

GRADE 2J 

Grade 3  

and 

 Grade 4 

GRADE 3R 

Sienna K 

GRADE 3R 

Jasper P 

GRADE 3W 

Cohen H 

 

GRADE 3W 

Max B 

 

GRADE 3/4J 

Molly M 

GRADE 3/4J 

Jordyn C 

GRADE 3/4J 

Imogen Z 

GRADE 4A 

Ashton F 

GRADE 4A 

Agastya S 

GRADE 4A 

Hayden C 

GRADE 4A 

Clara S 

GRADE 4H 

Elshe P 

GRADE 4H 

Jamieson B 

GRADE 4P 

Lachie B 

GRADE 4P 

Matilda G 

GRADE 4P 

Ben M 

     

Grade 5  

and  

Grade 6 

GRADE 5D 

Matilda W 

GRADE 5D 

Kai S 

GRADE 5K 

Callum P 

GRADE 5K 

Vincent De C 

GRADE 5O 

Christelle V 

GRADE 5O 

Dylan M 

GRADE 5G 

Jade S 

GRADE 5G 

Josh M 

GRADE 6V 

Tyler A 

GRADE 6V 

Jessica S 

GRADE 6V 

Ashton M 

GRADE 6G 

Ella A 

GRADE 6G 

Angus T 

GRADE 6G 

Mia C 

GRADE 6CB 

Ruby R 

        

SPECIALISTS  SCIENCE 5K 

Alex Z 

SCIENCE 5O 

Alana B 

VISUAL ART 

6C 

Holly G 

VISUAL ART 

5K 

Rowan Mc 

VISUAL ART 

5D 

Kai S 

THE ARTS 

6CB 

Molly B 

THE ARTS 

5G 

Austin N 

 

THE ARTS 

6G 

Amy R 

     

 

 

 



IMPORTANT DATES FOR  TERM 2 
Month Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday 
APR/MAY 

Week 3 

 1 MEETING/PFA 

night 7.30pm 

Regional Footy   

Trials 

2 Regional Boys 

Soccer Trials         

Gr1 & 2 Local      

History Excursion 

3 Linkletter 

Visual Art Incur-

sion Yr2 

4 Assembly 2.10pm  

 

MAY 

Week 4 

7 

  

 8     Division        

Basketball Trials 

9  School Council 

7.30pm 

 10 Mother’s Day 

Stall 

Visual Art Incur-

sion Yr1 

 11 Assembly 2.10pm  

P-2 April SOTM         

presented 

MAY 

Week 5 

14   15  NAPLAN Yr3 & 

Yr5 

 16  NAPLAN Yr3 & 

Yr5 

School Captains 

Council Lunch 

 17 NAPLAN Yr3 & 

Yr5 

Linkle�er 

  

18 Assembly 2.10pm  

3-6 April SOTM         pre-

sented 

MAY 

Week 6 

21 CURRICU-

LUM DAY - Stu-

dents do not at-

tend 

22  District Cross 

Country 

23 OPEN MORN-

ING 

9am—11am 

Artist in Resi-

dence Workshop 

 24  

 

 

25  Assembly 2.10pm  

MAY 

Week 7 

28  Life Ed Van  29 Life Ed Van  30  Life Ed Van 

Artist in Resi-

dence Workshop 

31 Linkletter  1 Assembly 2.10pm  

P-2 May SOTM         pre-

sented 

JUNE 

Week 8 

4  5 MEETING/PFA 

night 7.30pm 

  

6   7 

 

8 Assembly 2.10pm  

3-6 May SOTM         pre-

sented 

JUNE 

Week 9 

11  QUEEN’S         

BIRTHDAY  

12 13 District Cross    

Country 

14 Linkle�er 15 Assembly 2.10pm  

  

JUNE 

Week 

10 

18 19 20 School Council 

7.30pm 

Regional Cross 

Country 

21 22 Assembly 2.10pm  

JUNE 

Week 

11 

25 26 27   28 Linkle�er 

Student Reports 

Available 

29 Assembly at 1.50pm     

Dismissal at 2.30pm  

P-6 June SOTM           

Presented 
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REMINDER OF STUDENT FREE DAYS FOR 2018 

Students do not come to school on these days 

These days are used by teachers for professional learning or administration tasks and have been approved by School 

Council. 

TERM 3 -  WEDNESDAY 1st AUGUST     Term 3 finishes Friday 21st September@2.30pm 

TERM 4 -  MONDAY 5th NOVEMBER      Term 4 finishes Thursday 20th December@3.00pm 

 



CANTEEN 
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Congratulations to the following children 
who represented Glen Katherine PS at 
the Regional Cross Country and all the 
best to Kayden and Dillion who are onto 
State Finals early next term. 
UNDER 9/10'S Kayden 1st 
UNER 11'S Dillion 1st, Vincent 15th, 
Callum 16th  
UNDER 12'S Olivia 16th, Kaitlin 36th, 
Chelsea 37th  

SPORT 

 QKR order cut off is at 8.20am each day 
 

IF YOU HAVE A PROBLEM WITH YOUR LUNCH ORDER – please call the canteen AFTER 9am so we can assist you without interrup-
tion.   

 

NEW PLAIN (Dairy Free) Bliss Balls or COCOA Bliss Balls, healthier HONEY JOYS (Dairy Free), and ‘Pot Luck’ 200ml Primas all $1 
each. 

 

A big THANK YOU to my small, but merry, band of helpers today.  I couldn’t have managed without you giving me your precious time.  I 
hope everyone who decided to try the lunch has enjoyed it. 

 

ROSTER:  We still have spaces available on the following days if you are free to help. It is once a month unless you’d like to do more 9am 
to 11.45am – 

3rd Tuesday; 1st, 2nd, 3rd & 4th Wednesday; 1st, 2nd, 3rd & 4th Thursday.  If we could fill the Thursdays as soon as possible that would be 
outstanding. Any of my gorgeous volunteers keen to do more than once a month, I would love to hear from you too. 

 

I can be contacted in the canteen Tues to Thurs 9am to 1.30pm or Fri 11.30am to 1.30pm, via cunning-
ham.suzanne.s@edumail.vic.gov.au or by dropping a note in your grade lunch tub. 

 

Cheers, Suzi Cunningham 

DAY & DATE NAMES 

Tues 17th July C Cunliffe 

Wed 18th July S Diaz 

Thurs 19th July T Forbes 

Fri 20th July K Jackson; S Grant; K Agius 

Tues 24th July C McFarlane 

Wed 25th July L Mills 

Thurs 26th July S King 

Fri 27th July B Lowe; K Wishart; & Bel’s newbie 
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St Helena Marketplace ExcursionSt Helena Marketplace ExcursionSt Helena Marketplace ExcursionSt Helena Marketplace Excursion    
Last Friday the preps, teachers and parents walked over to St Helena Marketplace as part of our 

Inquiry unit ‘People who help us in the Community’. As we walked across we took notice of our 

community environment such as, road signs and road rules. When we arrived half the children 

went on a ‘Behind the Scenes’ tour of Woolworths with Manager Ian. We were able to see where 

food produce is stored, even the frozen food in the huge freezers! We checked out the ‘Loading Bay’ 

and were shown where they store all their items. We were offered a yummy mandarin, a Wool-

worths recycling shopping bag and some colouring sheets. Ian explained what each of the depart-

ments within the store, i.e. bakery, deli, butcher etc. Did you know that Woolworths provides their 

staff with fresh fruit and vegetables each day for free? 

The tour was awesome! 

The other preps worked in small groups with parents and teachers to complete their community 

booklets. As they visited each shop, they were able to draw pictures and write some information 

about whom and what they could see. The shop keepers were extremely helpful. They welcomed 

us all and even answered all the fabulous questions the preps had. We visited the Pharmacy, 

Butcher, Café, Bakery, Chicken Shop, Deli, Fish Shop, Newsagent, Nail Salon, Sushi Sushi and 

even the Doctor’s Surgery who gave us all stickers. 

We also made a coin donation which we placed into the tumbler and the Guide Dog so that we 

could give something back to our community. Our donations will go towards helping the Royal 

Children’s Hospital.

Prep Teachers, 

Miss Pace, Mrs Febbraro, Mrs Rinaldi, Mrs Tsobanopoulos and Mrs Totino 
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        2018 GKabulous Art Show   

When: Thursday 13th September 2018 

 We are very excited to present our biennial Art Show celebrating the amazing creativity and talents of our GK artists.  This 

year we are using the theme of “Wonderland”, based on Lewis Carroll’s novel “Alice in Wonderland” as the inspiration for 

some of the artworks. The night will also include live performances from students. More information will follow later in 

term three. 

We are now starting to source props which may be used in exhibits or for the general space. If you have any of the items 

listed below or have knowledge of where we may be able to obtain them we would love to borrow them for the Art Show. 

Large old fashioned keys or clocks                                              

Large teapots/cups and saucer/candle holders                        

Large White rabbit/cat 

Mad Hatters hats 

Playing cards which are no longer wanted 

Any large Alice In Wonderland “Props 

Old fashion objects that would be part of the Tea party 

You can email me via the school or come to see Emma Hankinson or myself in the Art Room. 

Many thanks, and stay posted for more information in term 3. 

Nadia Cosma, Emma Hankinson, Mel Djukic, Liz Blair 

(Visual /Performing Arts Teachers) 



COMMUNITY NEWS 
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COMMUNITY NEWS 


